
Commercially-available 
connector

* The copy unit SC-SU1 which can copy settings in one touch is 
available. (optional)

 a n SET mode

If the light receiving level becomes saturated when 
sensing over short distances or when sensing 
transparent objects or minute objects, the light emitting 
amount can be reduced so that stable sensing can be 
provided without needing to change the response time. 
Light reduction: 3 levels plus an automatic mode

Light emitting 
amount changed

The emitted light and output indicator flash  
at the same frequency. 

The emission frequencies can be set separately for 
each unit in order to avoid interference. The emitted light 
ashes while setting is in progress, so that you can see 

at a glance which ber sensor is currently being set. 

: Interference prevention for up to 3 units 
: Interference prevention for up to 4 units

 SET mode

 PRO mode

(Brown) +V

(Blue) 0 V

(White) External input

(Black) Output

External input lines are
equipped as standard

PLC etc.

Settings such as emission halt, limit / auto teaching, 
2-point teaching and ECO settings can be carried out 
via external input.  Also, the threshold value can be 
memorized.

 PRO mode

By cable wiring, the master sensor settings can be 
copied along with data transmissions. By synchronizing 
the settings on all the devices, trouble from setting errors 
can be prevented.

12 to 24 V DC
±10 %

(Brown) +V

(Blue) 0 V

(White) External input

(Black) Output
+
–

Color of lead wire of attached connector cable

Copy

<Wiring inset coping>

Master side

Slave side (Brown) +V

(Blue) 0 V

(White) External input

(Black) Output

Threshold value, output operation setting, timer operation 
setting, timer period setting, light-emitting amount 
selection setting (attenuation function), shift setting, ECO 
setting, digital display inversion setting, and threshold 
value margin setting (alert function)

 

After setting, if about 20 seconds go by without any key 
operations taking place the digital display will turn off 
and energy consumption is kept under 600 mW. (When 
illuminated it is under 720 mW)

The connectors used are commercially-available 
connectors, so that processing costs and lead time 
required for carrying out processing after purchase of the 
sensors can be greatly reduced. The same connection 
parts as the DP-100 series of digital pressure sensors 
and the PM-64 series of micro photoelectric sensors can 
be used.
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